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An advisor portal for utility staff 
and key account managers. 
Accelerating access to customer

data and analytics.

COST-OF-SERVICE

A multichannel approach to customer 
outreach. Developing meaningful customer
relationships that position the utility 
as a trusted energy advisor.

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

A single platform for complex 
energy data.  The only technology
company with verified behavioral 
savings for business accounts.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Agentis takes a different approach to customer engagement. We apply extensive voice-of-customer 

research to complex energy data, creating compelling, user-focused products that business customers 

love. Because data is only valuable if you can translate it into something the customer actually cares 

about. Drive Engagement. Forge Relationships. Become a Trusted Energy Advisor.

BUSINESS CUSTOMERS ARE DIFFERENT

Consumers are demanding better service, utilities are searching for 
cost-effective energy efficiency, and reducing cost-of-service for business 
accounts has become essential for long-term growth.

Reimagining The 
Customer Experience

A multichannel technology platform for energy providers.

Digital energy portal, outbound mailed reports, 

contractor marketplace, and staff enablement modules.

EXCLUSIVELY
FOCUSED ON YOUR
BUSINESS CUSTOMERS

info@agentisenergy.com
agentisenergy.com

LET’S TALK



ABOUT THE PLATFORM
The Agentis customer engagement platform is a modular software 
package that’s configured to fit the needs of each utility we partner 
with. All Agentis modules contain elements that are both customer 
facing, meaning your business customers use them, and utility facing, 
meaning your staff uses them. These solutions are branded according 
to your guidelines and integrate seamlessly into other systems that are 
already in place. Learn more at - www.agentisenergy.com

IMPROVING CUSTOMER

ENGAGEMENT 
AT SMB AND C&I ACCOUNTS
Reach customers across your portfolio. Agentis solutions are tailored to fit the unique needs of every business customer from 
the smallest to the largest. Deliver rich analytics to C&I accounts. Touch underserved segments with relevant mailed reports. 
Connect your trade allies with customers seeking jobs. And empower your staff for every conversation.

Customer 
Engagement
 Portal

Actionable insights, 
personalized suggestions, 
and a tailored customer

experience

Business
Energy Reports

Energy data, program 
promotions, and more 
delivered to your 
customers’ mailbox

Contractor
Connect

A smart marketplace for 
customers and trade allies 
— making it easier to 
complete energy projects

Advisor
Portal

Enablement tools that 
highlight the customers 
most likely to benefit from 
outreach by your staff

Increase Customer Satisfaction
Improve Energy Efficiency
Reduce Your Cost-To-Serve
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